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ABSTRACT 
This paper analyzes the emergent behaviors of pedestrian groups that learn through the multiagent reinforcement learning model 
developed in our group. Five scenarios studied in the pedestrian model literature, and with different levels of complexity, were simulated 
in order to analyze the robustness and the scalability of the model. Firstly, a reduced group of agents must learn by interaction with 
the environment in e.ach scenario. In this phase, each agent learns its own kinematic controller, that will drive it at a simulation time. 
Sec- ondly, the number of simulated agents is increased, in each scenario where agents have previously learnt, to test the appearance 
of emergent macroscopic behaviors without addi- tional le.arning. This strategy allows us to evaluate the robustness and the consistency 
and quality of the learned behaviors. For this purpose several tools from pedestrian dynamics, such as fundamental diagrams and density 
maps, are used. The results reveal that the de- veloped model is capable of simulating human-like micro and macro pedestrian behaviors 
for the simulation scenarios studied, including those where the number of pedestrians has been scaled by one order of magnitude with 
respect to the situation le.arned. 
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. Introduction 

Interactive simulations with artificial groups or crowds offer a difficult control problem because the simulated people
must exhibit very complex behaviors to be realistic. This complexity mainly depends on the simulated scenario and the size
f the group being simulated. For instance, in many crowded scenarios, such as buildings, cities, etc., artificial pedestrians

must reflect intelligent path planning in stochastic environments, as humans are constantly adjusting their speed to reflect
ongestion and other dynamic factors. Moreover, when the size of the simulated group increases in many structured sce-

narios, the problem of providing realistic path planning also increases, as a result some emergent behaviours are expected
rom a macroscopic perspective (lane formation, clogging effects, etc). A paradigmatic situation is the shortest vs quick-
st scenario (see Section 4.1 ). It offers an illustrative example of a simple pedestrian facility (2 rooms connected through
wo doors) which many kind of agents can easily solve. However, when the number of people involved increases a con-
estion appears very soon, and then a more complex problem has to be faced. In these scenarios, intelligent agents must
how macroscopic self organized patterns, normally without considering strategic considerations or coordination techniques,
hat is, emergent collective behaviors. This type of behaviours emerge from the combination of local interactions between
• Corresponding author . . 
E-mail addresses: Francisco.Martinez-Gil@uv.es (F. Martinez-Gil). Miguel.Lozano@uv.es (M. Lozano), ffemand@inf.uc3m.es (F. Fernandez). 
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individuals or agent models and they have been studied for many decades ( [1,2] ). Emergent behaviours have been also in-

corporated to crowd based simulations, normally under social force models assumptions although different kinds of crowd

models currently offer this feature (see Section 2 ). Nevertheless, one of the challenges in crowd simulations nowadays is to

automatically generate macroscopic level behaviors and emergent phenomena from these local rules [3] . 

Crowd simulation typically requires complex mathematical models to drive the agents in their environments. Multi-agent

reinforcement learning (RL) models propose an interesting approach for several reasons. RL agents are efficient because dur-

ing simulations they are continually performing two main tasks per cycle. Thus, they classify the feature vector provided by

the sensors (state recognition), and then, they find the best action to carry out according to the current state. The classifica-

tion involved in the recognition of the current state has a linear computational cost with the number of generalized states

used (see Section 3.2 for a formal state definition). The navigational decision making (find the maximum likelihood action

in a given state) is also linear with the number of actions defined. Furthermore, stochastic models also offer interesting

possibilities for controlling the variability of the simulated behaviours when cloning them to increase the size of the group,

which is an important issue in crowd simulation. During the learning phase, the agents involved are considered as proto-

types and once the learning process has been completed, they can simply be cloned or combined. Moreover, the Multi-agent

paradigm allows to define independent learning processes for each autonomous agent generating variability in the behaviors

learned. By contrast, the learned behaviors normally suffer from poor controllability during the learning process and they

are difficult to edit. 

The key contributions of this paper are: 

• A scalability and performance evaluation analysis of the Multi-agent RL model in different scenarios studied in pedestrian

modeling literature.

• An evaluation of the capability of the learned behaviors to create emergent collective behaviors while scaling up the

number of simulated agents without additional learning (i.e. generalization).

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. The next section summarizes the related work on pedestrian simu-

lation and it also includes a specific review of machine learning-based models for pedestrian simulation. Some foundations

of RL and a description of the Multi-agent RL framework used is explained in Section 3 . Section 4 describes the scenarios

used in the experiments and relate them to the literature of the field, then, the configuration of the learning processes is

described. In Section 5 , the results of these experiments are displayed and the limitations of the approach are discussed.

Section 6 presents the conclusions and describes the future work. 

2. Related work

Navigational behaviors from individual agents to virtual crowds have been studied in different research areas including

social sciences, computer graphics, robotics, engineering (traffic), etc. In our case, pedestrian dynamics must be considered

as a research area that inspires many of the navigational models presented in this section. 

2.1. Pedestrian models 

Efficient path-planning algorithms have been developed for Multi-agent navigation in virtual environments [4–6] . There

is a considerable work on local dynamics models able to produce emergent crowd behaviors. Reynolds, in his seminal

works [7,8] demonstrated that simple local rules can generate emergent flocking and other behaviors. Among these local

methods, the social forces model [9] has been actively studied and many extensions have also been proposed [10–12] . In

this context, issues such as sociological factors [13] , psychological effects [14] , situation-guided control [15] and cognitive

and behavioral models [16,17] , have also been integrated into the social force model. From a pedestrian dynamics perspec-

tive, emergent behaviours have been analyzed in the most popular microscopic models: social forces [1,18,19] , cellular au-

tomata [20] and agent-based models [21] . Recently, in the work [22] the authors studied the stop-and-go waves that emerge

from unidirectional pedestrian traffic. This work presents a numerical model of a following behavior inspired by the analogy

with car traffic with an evaluation at a microscopic scale with real examples. The aim of that work is similar to ours, as

both present an experimental study to evaluate different emergent behaviours. 

In this paper, we use a bottom-up methodology to create crowds. First, a group of agents learn the navigational problem

individually. Then, these learned behaviors are reproduced in a crowd to analyze their robustness. Therefore, crowds are

simulated using a pure microscopic approach, where each individual is autonomous. In the work [23] , the authors also pro-

pose a method to clone crowd motion data, to animate crowded scenes. Multi-scale approaches, on the contrary, combine

micro and macroscopic characteristics in the same simulation. As a result, the system is capable of reproducing adequate

values of the characteristics that define the scale of observation (local collisions, overtaking, etc. in the case of the micro-

scopic scale and mean velocities, flows and densities in the case of the macroscopic scale). The works [24–26] describe

formally ways of coupling microscopic and macroscopic scales. A popular approach to the multi-scale problem consists of

developing a hybrid framework with different layers where each one assumes the control of a specific scale (a microscopic

layer to assume the operational level of control and a macroscopic layer that assumes tactical and strategic levels). Works

inspired by this approach are [27,28,29] . 
2
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The evaluation of pedestrian models is a complex and important task. Steering based models have been evaluated in

the works [30,31] , where a benchmarking suite is proposed. In the work [32] the authors deal with the balance between

completely procedural and data driven approaches for pedestrian steering algorithms. In the paper [33] , the authors review

important issues so as to achieve behavioural realism in virtual crowds simulations, such as, context-sensitive data-driven

approaches, navigation meshes, multi-domain planning, semantics and others. An evaluation of wayfinding strategies in

presence of congestion can be reviewed in the works [34,35] . 

2.2. Machine learning based approaches 

Machine learning is a promising field for pedestrian based simulations. Learning can be applied to different areas of

the simulation system (i.e. finding relevant features and/or parameters from real data or examples, generate a control or a

decision making module, finding optimal paths inside a motion graph). 

Many works use real data to find a model of pedestrian dynamics. In this sense, statistical machine learning techniques

are used to find these models. For instance, the work by Pettre [36] uses maximum likelihood estimation techniques to

calibrate their parametric model from real samples. The work by [37] learns collective pedestrian navigation from demon-

strations. Their method proposes a feature-based maximum entropy learning approach to infer the distribution that matches

the observed behavior of the agents in expectation. 

RL [38] is a subfield of machine learning suitable to get control modules for different purposes of pedestrian simulation

systems. Several works used RL in Motion-graphs-based animation [39–41] or for creating basic agent’s behaviors [42] . RL

agents are able to learn by using the rewards received from the actions carried out during the learning process. This learning

procedure is completely different to data driven agents, since they are normally based on supervised learning techniques.

In our case, there is no supervision and data is provided by the agent’s interaction with the environment instead of being

supplied externally after a filtering process, as it normally occurs in data-driven systems. 

The Multi-agent reinforcement learning system designed for pedestrian simulations presented in this paper (called MARL-

Ped) has been calibrated and validated in previous works. The work [43] describes the physics around the model (i.e. col-

lision response, friction, etc) as well as the adjustments made to calibrate the system. The results of experiments carried

out in simple scenarios (unidimensional lane, bidimensional plane) were validated using real data from Seyfried [44] , Wey-

dmann [45] and Mori [46] works. We use the fundamental diagram to validate our results, as it is considered an important

evaluation tool in pedestrian modeling literature. In the work [47] we compare the dynamics learned by our RL agents with

the one generated by the Helbing’s social forces model under well known scenarios (corridor, maze and others). The val-

idation results derived from these previous works show many similarities with both, the social force model and the real

data used for comparison purposes. These minimum differences obtained in the fundamental diagrams comparison let us

consider our model as a realistic pedestrian model able to drive lifelike artificial pedestrians in different kind of situations

and scenarios. 

3. Learning framework

MARL-Ped considers a simulated pedestrian as an independent agent that interacts autonomously with both, the envi-

ronment and the rest of agents creating its own trajectory. Each agent follows a perception-actuation cycle synchronized

with the rest of virtual agents. A special agent, named the environment, is in charge of the physical simulation. It uses a

physics engine, the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) [48] , to compute the interactions of the virtual pedestrians inside the

virtual world. Each virtual agent in the virtual world is controlled by an agent of the multi-agent system. The sequential

decision-making process that controls a virtual agent consists of adapting the agent’s velocity to the local situation as a real

pedestrian would do in the same situation. 

3.1. Background 

Each agent learns to control its correspondent virtual pedestrian using RL techniques. A RL task can be formalized as a

Markov Decision Process (MDP) [38] . In our context, a MDP is defined by a navigational state space S , a motor action space

A , a probabilistic transition function P : S × A × S → [0, 1] which models the interactions with the environment and a reward

function ρ : S × A × S → R . The state signal s t describes the environment at discrete time t . Assume A is a discrete set. In a

state, the decision process can select an action from the action space a t ∈ A . The execution of the action in the environment

changes the state to s t+1 ∈ S following the probabilistic transition function P (s t , a t , s t+1 ) = P r{ s t+1 = s ′ | s t = s, a t = a } . Each
decision triggers an immediate scalar reward given by the reward function r t+1 = ρ(s t , a t , s t+1 ) that represents the value of

the decision made in the state s t . The goal of the process is to maximize at each time-step t the expected discounted return

defined as: 

R t = E 

{
∞ ∑ 

j=0

γ j r t+ j+1 

}
(1)

where the parameter γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor and the expectation E is taken with the probabilistic state transition

P [49] . The discounted return takes into account not only the immediate reward got at time t but also the future rewards.
3



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The discount factor controls the importance of the future rewards. The Action-value function (Q-function) Q 

π : S × A → R is

the expected return of a state-action pair given the policy π : 

Q 

π (s, a ) = E{ R t | s t = s, a t = a, π} = E

{
∞ ∑ 

j=0

γ j r t+ j+1 | s t = s, a t = a, π

}
(2)

The goal of the RL algorithm is to find an optimal Q 

∗ such as Q 

∗( s, a ) ≥ Q 

π ( s, a ) ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ A , ∀ π . The optimal policy

π ∗( s ) is automatically derived from Q 

∗ as it is defined in Eq. (3) . 

π ∗(s ) = argmax 
a

Q 

∗(s, a ) (3) 

The RL family of Temporal-Difference (TD) algorithms compute Q 

∗( s, a ) by interacting with the environment with-

out knowing the transition function P (s t , a t , s t+1 ) following a Monte Carlo approach. This is important as in microscopic

pedestrian simulation, there is little knowledge about the effects of local interactions on the pedestrian dynamics. The

Sarsa( λ) on-policy algorithm has been chosen for our experiments because it has provided good results in this problem

domain in previous studies [47,52] . In Sarsa( λ), the value function Q ( s, a ) is actualized with every new interaction tuple

(s t , a t , r t+1 , s t+1 , a t+1 ) following Eq. (4) 

Q t+1 (s t , a t ) = Q t (s t , a t ) + α [ r t+1 + γ Q t (s t+1 , a t+1 ) − Q t (s t , a t )] (4)

where α is the learning rate and γ the discount factor. The algorithm trades off exploration of new actions in a given

state with the exploitation of the best known action for this state. Exploration is necessary to avoid local maxima and it is

controlled by an exploration rate parameter ε that begins with an initial value ε0 which decreases exponentially with the

number of trials ( ε-Greedy exploration). 

3.2. Pedestrian dynamics as a MDP 

The state space is defined using features that describe the dynamics of the agent’s neighborhood. Therefore, agents learn

to behave with a certain local conditions without taking into account the whole scenario. This is important when scaling

up the number of agents because the agents have not a dependence with the global situation which varies depending on

the grade of the scaling. Moreover, local features have proven being useful in pedestrian navigation in previous works and

they are considered as relevant for the kinematic description of the pedestrian [50] or to describe and advance collision

situations [2] . The perception of the state is an individual task where each agent has its own perception of the world at any

moment. The selected features that describe the state of the agent are displayed in Fig. 1 . All the measures are referenced

with respect to the line that joins dynamically the virtual agent with its goal. It is important to indicate that the features

are normalized. This fact is relevant when considering scaled environments. 

All the features are real values, which means that the state space is a continuous set. Therefore, a generalization approach

of this space is necessary [38] . Many generalization methods exist (clustering methods, neural networks, SVM, radial basis

functions, etc.) [51] . In a previous work [52] , we compared two generalization modes (vector quantization and tile coding)

in this problem domain (pedestrian dynamics). Our study concluded that the two approaches gave similar results. In the

current experiments we have chosen Tile Coding, because it needs few parameters to adjust and has given good results in

many different scenarios and other problem domains such as mountain car and puddle world [62] or Robocup Soccer [63] .

Tile Coding is a function approximator based on the Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) structure proposed by

Albus [53] . It constitutes a specific case of the parameterized function approximators where the functions are approximated

with a linear combination of weighted binary-valued parameters. In tile coding, the space is divided in partitions called

tilings. Each tiling covers all the space so there are as many partitions as tilings. Each element of a specific tiling is a tile

and, given a point in the state space, there is only one active tile per tiling associated to this point. Given m tilings and

k tiles per tiling, then m · k tiles exist. A binary vector � φ indicates the active tiles in each interaction at time t , and the

vector � θ stores the value of the tiles. Therefore, for each tile i, φi ( s ) indicates if it is active (value 1) or not (value 0) for the

state s . A weight stored in a table θ ( i ) indicates its value. The value function for each action Q 

a and state s at time step t , is

described in Eq. (5) 

Q 

a 
t (s ) = 

�
 φT �

 θ a 
t = 

m ·k ∑ 

i =1

θ a 
t (i ) φi (s ) (5) 

where the super index T means the matrix transpose. There is a vector � θ a 
t for each available action. The code of a point

of the state space is given by the binary features φ( i ) that have value 1, remaining the rest with value 0. Fig. 2 shows a

bidimensional tilecoding for simplicity. Hashing is used to avoid the curse of dimensionality. The state space is disperse and,

therefore, the significant states are a small fraction of the total space. Hashing exploits this circumstance. The size of the θ a 
t 

tables is an important parameter in determining the resolution of the generalization process. 

Other members of MDP definition are the actions. The pedestrian dynamics is defined by the walking velocity. Therefore,

actions must modify this velocity (speed and direction) in order to change the dynamics. Nine actions have been defined

to modify speed and other nine to modify the direction. In each group, four of them increment the value and four of them
4



Sag Module of the velocity of the agent.

Av Angle of the velocity vector relative to the reference line.

Dgoal Distance to the goal.

Sreli Relative scalar velocity of the i-th nearest neighbor.

Dagi Distance to the i-th nearest neighbor.

Aagi Angle of the position of the i-th nearest neighbor relative to the

reference line.

Dobj Distance to the j-th nearest static object (walls).

Aobj Angle of the position of the j-th nearest static object relative to

the reference line.

Fig. 1. State space features. The reference line (in red) joins the agent with its goal. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Tilecoding for a bidimensional space.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

decrement it. In case of the direction, they are positive and negative angle variations from the reference line that joins

the virtual pedestrian with the goal. There are one action that does not modify the corresponding value. The increments

and decrements are fractions ( 1 , 1 2 , 
1 
4 , 

1 
8 ) of a fixed quantity determined empirically to create acceleration and deceleration

values corresponding to real pedestrians studies [54] . Actions are taken by pairs (one related to speed and other one related

to direction) giving a total of 81 different possible actions. Fig. 3 shows the possible actions for modifying the direction (left)

and the speed (right) of an agent (represented by a square inside a circle). 

The last element of the MDP setting is the reward function. The reward function introduces information about specific

dynamic situations judging whether they are appropriate or not, thus modeling the behavior of the pedestrians. The reward
5



Fig. 3. Definition of the actions space. Left: the velocity can change its direction a fraction of the unit angle (45 degrees in the image). Right: the speed

can increment or decrement in a fraction of the unit value. If the result is higher than the maximum allowed speed or less than zero, the speed remains

in the limits.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

function is discrete and gives positive or negative feedback only in a few situations (i.e. to reach the goal, to collide with

other agent or a wall). Most state-action-new_state sequences are rewarded with 0 value indicating that there is no infor-

mation about the correctness of this transition. The reward function works on a per-agent basis, therefore, in a given step,

different agents can get different immediate rewards depending on both the individual actions chosen by each one and their

consequences. 

In our framework, each agent computes an independent and different learning process based on its own experiences

in the interaction with the virtual world. Therefore, each virtual pedestrian controlled by an agent has its own dynamics

which is different to the rest of the virtual pedestrians controlled by other different agents. Each learning process is divided

in trials . During a trial, the virtual agent tries to adapt the walking velocity to reach the specified goal (a small region of the

virtual world), and both, the decisions taken in the trial and the immediate reward given by the environment agent, are the

signals for computing a near-optimal value function Q 

∗. Typically, a process has thousands of trials. 

3.3. The virtual world 

The 3D virtual scenarios are designed using basic geometric shapes (prisms for representing walls and spheres for rep-

resenting pedestrians). They lay on a finite plane which represents the floor. If a virtual pedestrian goes out of this plane

is considered as a fail in its current simulation (called trial in the graphics) and it is deactivated until the next one. The

ODE physics engine calculate the movements and interactions inside the virtual world which are modeled following studies

of real pedestrians. Collisions are modeled as a spring-dumping system calibrated to generate similar forces to those that

occur in real human interactions. Friction forces with the floor and objects are also modeled with friction coefficients that

represent real materials. A description of the calibration process and the associated validation can be found in the work [43] .

4. Experimental scenarios

Each experiment presented below is carried out in two steps. First, a learning phase in which each agent (virtual pedes-

trian), independently , uses the methodology presented in Section 3 to learn a value function that represents its behavior.

Second, each learned behavior, that is, each value function is replicated in many virtual pedestrians to simulate a crowd. 

The selected scenarios illustrate different kinds of emergent collective behaviours. We will give an acronym to each

experiment in order to reference them easily in the text and the tables. 

4.1. Scenario 1: Quickest path versus shortest path (QvS) 

In QvS, an agent has to choose between two exits to reach the goal. One exit is placed near the goal and the other one

is situated farther from it. If the number of agents is large, a jam is generated in front of the exit next to the goal. But other

alternative path is available that detours this group using the other exit. Assuming that the extra effort to perform the detour

is small, part of the agents of the jam borders may decide to follow the detour instead of keeping waiting inefficiently. This

problem happens in different situations in real life (for example when pedestrians hustling through a station hall as they

are late for a train) and it differentiates the pedestrian dynamics from other vehicle dynamics [55] . 

4.2. Scenario 2: Two opposing groups in front of a door (1D2G) 

In 1D2G, one group of pedestrians is facing each other separated by a wall with a door. Each group wants to go through

the door accessing to the space the other group occupies. In real studies of narrow passages, oscillatory changes in the

walking direction were observed [1,18] . When a pedestrian crosses the door, it is easy for other pedestrians walking in the

same direction to follow it. This leads to a deadlock situation [18] in which a line of pedestrians walking in a direction
6



Table 1

Emergent behaviors and their types of optimization.

Scen. Emergent behavior Type of optimization

QvS Choice of the fast (but longer) path Time saving avoiding congestion

1D2G Alternating flow of pedestrians Efficient use of the facility

2D2G Each member of a group selects the same door Avoiding alternating flows of pedestrians in a door

4WI Roundabouts Decrease of deceleration, stopping and avoidance maneuvers

FF Plane collision avoidance routes Time saving

Table 2

Values of the learning parameters.

Scen. # Ag. α γ ε0 # Tilings # Trials

QvS 23 0 .001 0 .9 0 .9 128 50 ,0 0 0

1D2G 20 0 .005 0 .95 1 .0 64 60,0 0 0

2D2G 8 0 .004 0 .9 0 .4 64 150,0 0 0

FF 15 0 .004 0 .9 0 .5 32 35 ,0 0 0

4W1 12 0 .002 0 .9 0 .5 64 160,0 0 0

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

crosses the door. This is followed by a change of the direction of the flow when a pedestrian of the opposite side takes

advantage of a gap or delay in the line of pedestrians, inverting the situation. The mechanism leads to alternating flows. 

4.3. Scenario 3: Two opposing groups separated by a wall with two doors (2D2G) 

This scenario is similar to the previous one with the difference that now there are two doors in the wall. Both groups

must exchange their places leading to a route choice problem. The optimal solution is that each group in a direction select

a different door in order to avoid the type of congestion that appears in the scenario 2 (1D2G). This scenario was reported

in the work [18] where the authors state that a pedestrian self-organization as the described is much more efficient than

one single door of double width. 

4.4. Scenario 4: Free field where each pedestrian goes to a different place (FF) 

A group of pedestrians are put together in the center of a space without obstacles. Each pedestrian has to arrive at

a different point (goal) placed in the left side of the space. Pedestrians are initially placed randomly inside the group so

that many trajectories are intersected creating risk of collision situations. This scenario represents a basic layout in which

multi-directional flows without obstacles can be analyzed. This scenario also serves to demonstrate the adequacy of the

local-oriented features that describe the state space, since the goals can be placed in other sides (different to the original

one) in the scaling experiments. 

4.5. Scenario 5: Four-way intersection (4WI) 

Four groups of pedestrians inside two perpendicular corridors move toward their respective opposite side of the corridor.

The scenario is a crossroad where the four groups of pedestrians cross simultaneously in the central square. If the pedes-

trians cross the square in a straight way, many collisions appear making the maneuver difficult. On the contrary, if a slight

roundabout movement is adopted by all the pedestrians, the crossing becomes efficient. Roundabout traffic in this situation

reduces deceleration and stopping actions making pedestrian motion more efficient on average [18] . Real intersections with

three or more flows have been also studied in [19] , where the rotary traffic is considered a good solution to the problem. 

All the scenarios represent optimization problems and the emergence of collective behaviors appear as a consequence

of the minimization of the individual interactions in order to reach the goal in a limited time (number of steps). More-

over, the route choice scenarios (QvS and 2D2G) are also considered higher level problems corresponding to the tactical

level [56] . Table 1 resumes the type of emergent behavior expected and the type of optimization in which the experiment

is committed. 

4.6. Learning experiments set up 

The learning process is different for each scenario. Specific values of the learning configuration parameters are set for

the different scenarios. These parameters have been adjusted by means of trial and error processes from initial standard

values. The learning process is monitored by using a performance indicator, the number of trials that the agent has reached

to the goal. The curve of evolution of this indicator reaches an asymptotic zone in all the experiments, indicating that the

agent has converged to a policy. It is the signal to stop the learning process. Table 2 shows the values of the parameters
7



Table 3

Immediate rewards that compose the reward function for

each scenario.

Reward QvS 1D2G 2D2G 4W1 FF

Goal 100 100 100 100 100

Ag. collision 0 0 −1 −0.6 -1

Wall collision 0 0 −1 −0.1 0

Off the limits −10 −5 −1 −1 −5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

that configure the learning processes of the different scenarios. Table 3 displays the immediate reward values for all the

scenarios. 

It is interesting to remark that the immediate rewards model the agents’ behavior. Although the reward function is

the same for all the agents in the experiments of a specific scenario, the experience through the interactions with the

environment is different for each agent. Therefore, the reward function shapes the behavior according to the individual

experience of each agent. Moreover, the reward function is different for each scenario as it is related with the specific task

to solve. 

In order to clarify the learning process, let us conclude the section explaining the mechanism of the RL optimization

in reference with the studied scenarios. There are four main factors in the learning process: the exploratory regime, the

immediate rewards, the discount factor γ and the learning rate α. The exploratory regime is the responsible of finding

and refining the solution. Although an agent has found a solution, the exploratory policy forces the agent to test other

possibilities (actions) to find a better policy. Exploration makes possible that several agents in the QvS scenario find the

alternative quickest path. The immediate rewards punish inadequate reactions such as crash against a wall or other agents.

Immediate rewards do not only affect the state where the wrong action was taken but they are propagated to the subpolicies

that take the agent to this state. In this propagation, the discount factor γ has a main role. High values of γ impose that

immediate rewards have more influence (in the sense that subpolicies that arrive at this rewarded state change significantly

the values of their state-action pairs). On the contrary, low values of γ restricts the influence to the previous local state-

action pairs of a decision sequence that visits the rewarded state. Immediate rewards are specially important in the 1D2G

experiment. In the state-action pairs near the door, the agents learn to avoid (if possible) collisions. This behavior produces

gaps that are taken advantage by other agents to change flow direction . On the other hand delayed rewards (controlled by

the γ parameter) are specially important in the 2D2G experiment, where the final immediate reward obtained when the

goal position is reached must propagate in a long sequence of decisions creating the learned policy. Finally the α parameter

establishes the speed at which new experiences modify the policy being learned. With low values of α the rate of change of

the policy is also low producing a soft convergence to the optimal policy, although the whole learning process can be very

slowly. Therefore, the adjustment of the α parameter implies a trade-off between quality of the learned policy and duration

of the learning process. RL algorithms are very stable in the sense that little changes in the values of the parameters imply

little changes in the result. We have tested values inside the typical range for problems with this complexity. 

5. Results: scalability and behavior evaluation

As described in the introduction, the experiments have two purposes, being both important for simulation. First, we anal-

yse whether the expected emergent collective behaviors appear from the learned policies, then, we study the scalability of

the learned behaviors (policies) when the number of agents is multiplied through agent cloning without additional learning.

In this analysis we use: 

• A collection of images provided by the simulations of pedestrian groups to appreciate the formation of emergent collec-

tive behaviors.

• The density maps that display the occupation of the surface (floor) by pedestrians. Density maps are actually histograms,

since the floor is divided in small areas and the histogram counts the number of times that a pedestrian occupies this

area. From a statistical point of view it registers the statistical frequency (number of times that an event occurs). An

event consists of occupying a region of the space. Density maps are good indicators of the paths created by the virtual

pedestrians to reach their goals.

• The fundamental diagram generated in the central area of the 4WI scenario (a complex and rich situation in terms of

pedestrian dynamics) and its comparison with the fundamental diagrams using real data from similar scenarios.

• Performance tables: statistical analysis of the performance obtained. Here, the performance is defined as the number of

agents able to reach their goals.

5.1. Emergent behaviors and scaling results 

Next, we present the results classified by scenarios. One scaled situation is presented together with the results of the

original learning configuration. While the images of each column correspond to frames of one trial, the density map, at the
8



Fig. 4. QvS scenario at different time and scale (X1, X10).

Fig. 5. 1D2G scenario at different time and scale (X1, X10).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bottom of each column, represents the accumulated frequency of several trials. Specifically each map accumulates the activ-

ity of 100 trials. Each column of the tables displays a sequence of three images corresponding to the beginning, middle and

final steps of one simulation. The images accurately represents the virtual environment managed by the physical engine. The

obstacles (walls) are represented by black lines and the goals are the black circumferences. The visualization is configured

so that agents reach the goal and pass by. 

In Fig. 4 , the results for the QvS scenario are displayed. Each column displays a different scale rate: the one labeled

with ‘ × 1’ corresponds to the original experiment without scaling up the number of agents , in the scale labeled ‘ × 10’, the

number of agents has been increased in a 10 factor without additional learning. Looking up Table 2 , the original number of

agents for this experiment is 23, therefore ‘ × 10’ means that 230 agents have been used in the simulations. 

As introduced in Section 4 , this is a route choice problem. The sequence of column labeled ‘ × 1’ shows that a fraction of

the group has learned to make a short detour following a quicker path than the shorter one which goes through the nearest

door to the goal. The image in the middle of the sequence shows the group division where agents located below choose the

far door. This emergent behavior is reproduced when scaling up the number of agent (‘ × 10’ column). As stated before, the

configuration allows the agents to reach the goal and pass by. This is the reason why, in the third image of the sequence,

many agents have exceeded the goal position. 

The density map corresponding to the ‘ × 10’ experiment shows clearly the formation of the quickest path as well as the

congestion originated in front of the shortest path door. 

In Fig. 5 , the results for the 1D2G scenario are displayed. As reported in Section 4 , the solution for the congestion is the

alternation in the dominance of the space next to the door. This alternation appears in the different sequences although

the frequency varies with the number of pedestrians. When many pedestrians concentrate in the neighborhood of the door

(such as in the ‘ × 10’ case), the pressure on the pedestrians nearest to the door means that one agent of the other group,
9



Fig. 6. 2D2G scenario at different time and scale (X1, X10).

Fig. 7. 4 groups crossing scenario at different time and scale (X1, X10) .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

can be introduced into a gap changing the direction of the flow through the exit. This effect is displayed in the ‘ × 10’

column with the first and second images, where the red flow and the green flow alternate in the dominance of the door.

Specifically, in the central image of the ‘ × 10’ experiment, we can see a group of red pedestrians that have crossed the door

and a group of green pedestrians just getting the control of the flow near the door. In the case of ‘‘ × 1’ simulations, the

pedestrians next to the door are not under this pressure and the common solution consists of waiting the evacuation of a

whole group to begin with the other group (which is also an extreme case of alternation). 

The density map for the ‘ × 10’ experiment shows the path through the door that communicates both goals. The density

map is not able to show the alternation of the groups because it is shaded by the continuous flow through the door. 

In Fig. 6 , the results for the 2D2G scenario are displayed. This problem belongs to the route choice class of decision

problems such as the SvQ experiment. In this scenario, the expected emergent behavior consists of the organization of

the groups in two flows that go through different doors towards their goal. Note in the images corresponding to the ‘ × 1’

experiment that the green agents selects the door at the top and the red group selects the door at the bottom. As the ‘ ×
10’ images show, this behavior appears not only in the original experiment but in the scaled scenario. In this sequence, a

red agent selects the door on the top as it can be seen in the first image of the sequence. This variability of behaviors is

considered beneficial to the realism of the simulation and it is intrinsic to the stochastic nature of the RL approach. 

The density map corresponding to the ‘ × 10’ experiment shows the evacuation flows and the congestion created near

the doors. It suggests that the simulated pedestrians arrive at the same time to the door generating a compact group and

flow. 

In Fig. 7 , the results for the 4W1 scenario are displayed. As described in Section 4 , when four groups encounter in the

middle of a crossing, an optimal way of behavior consists of performing a slight rotational movement which produces a

sort of distribution around a fixed point placed in the middle of the crossing. In our scenario, the pedestrians generate an

emergent collective behavior consisting of a roundabout movement of the pedestrians that distribute the flows from the

crossing area towards the different goals. When the number of the agents is high (‘ × 10’ experiment) the pedestrians that

occupy the most external part of the crossing began to perform the roundabout creating a sort of swirl that distributes the

flows towards their goals. 
10



Fig. 8. FF scenario scaled X10. The goals are represented as black circumferences.

Fig. 9. Simulated scenes in 3D (4WI, QvS, 2D2G).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The density map shows the distribution flows from the crossing areas towards the different goals. The four arms of the

swirl are clearly displayed. 

In Fig. 8 , the results for the FF scenario are displayed. This experiment is useful to demonstrate the adequacy of selecting

local features to describe the state space of the pedestrians. In the learning setup, the goals (each agent has a different

goal) are placed in only one side of the floor. Next, the scaling experiments are performed placing the goals in different

sides. The virtual agents’ trajectories for the ‘ × 10’ experiment are displayed in Fig. 8 . The agents reach their goal in many

simulations independently of the side where the goal is placed. Note that many trajectories go straight to the corresponding

goal. However, due to the random assignment of the goals to agents, several agents have to carry out detours to get the

proper orientation generating curved trajectories. 

Fig. 9 summarizes the experiments carried out in different 3D scenes. 

5.2. Pedestrian dynamics analysis in the 4WI scenario 

The central zone in the 4WI scenario is an interesting area to analyze the dynamics due to the high density values

reached and the confluence of the four pedestrian streams. We have used the fundamental diagram to assess the dynamics

generated in this area. The fundamental diagram is one of the main tools for pedestrian dynamics analysis [45,57] and rep-
11
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resents the relationship between speed or flow to density. In Fig. 10 , the fundamental diagrams generated by our simulation

with 120 agents (4WI ‘ × 10’) are displayed together with those described in the paper by Lian et al. [58] and Weidmann [45] .

The experiment described by Lian et al. is similar to the 4WI experiment and was carried out using real pedestrians. Our

layout is similar to Lian et al.’s. Specifically, the length of the corridors is 15 m, and the area of the crossing is a square

of 3x3 m 

2 . Moreover, both experiments use the method described by Helbing et al. [59] to calculate the local density and

velocity. Specifically, the contribution to the local density of each pedestrian is weighted by a gaussian distance-dependent

function defined as: 

f ( � r j (t) − �
 r ) = 

1

πR 2 
exp(−‖ 

�
 r j (t) − �

 r ‖ 

2 /R 2 ) (6) 

where � r j (t) is the position of pedestrian j at time t , � r is the position of the measure point and R determines the effective

radius (always greater than R ). Fig. 10 shows the local velocity computed as a weighted mean defined by f in Eq. (6) . The

Weidmann’s curve is included as a standard reference and consists of a combination of 25 independent experiments with

uni and bi-directional flows. 

In this comparison we have used two experiments described in the paper by Lian et al. and labeled in the original paper

as OO-WS and WOV-WS. The main difference is that the WOV-WS experiment places a rectangular obstacle of dimensions

1.1 mx0.8 mx0.75 m at the center of the crossing, while the OO-WS does not have any obstacles. Our curves, labeled MARL-

Ped-C and MARL-Ped-D derive from the same simulations but the curve MARL-Ped-C places the point of measurement in the

center of the crossing while the MARL-Ped-D curve is calculated displacing the point 2 m. towards the North corridor. First

we can observe the conformance of the obtained curves (MARL-Ped-C,D) to the basic property of the fundamental diagram

for pedestrian dynamics: the speed reduces when the density increases. In low densities (less than 2 ped/ m 

2 ), the four

curves have similar shapes all decaying faster than Weidmann’s curve. For densities equal or greater than 2.0, the curves

WOV-WR and OO-WS stabilize the velocity around the value of 0.55 m/s. In our curves this stabilization does not appear

although there is a decrement in the slope from the density value 2.5 ped/ m 

2 . This can be explained taking into account

that real pedestrians can be strongly motivated in reaching the goal and pushing and jostling do not matter. Contrary, our

pedestrians are rewarded negatively when crashing against other pedestrians so a decrement of the velocity to minimize

collisions is justified. Of particular interest is the similarity found between the curves MARL-Ped-D and WOV-WR. When

observing Fig. 7 in the ‘ × 10’ scale, we can see that the center of the crossing is permanently occupied by pedestrians.

In the simulations we realize that these pedestrians are always the same individuals that get trapped in the center of the

clogging until the peripheral pedestrians leave the central area. These individuals take the role of the obstacle in the WOV-

WR experiment creating similar spatial configurations in both experiments. 

5.3. Behavioural performance 

The performance of the learned behaviors has been defined as the number of agents that reach the goal in a specified

number of steps per simulation. This measure indicates the quality of the simulation. 
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Table 4

Performance of the experiments labeled ‘ × 1’ and ‘ × 10’. 

Number of agents that reach the goal respect to all the

agents.

Experiment Successful agents # of trials

QvS ‘ × 1’ 22678/230 0 0 (98 .6%) 10 0 0

QvS‘ × 10’ 18193/230 0 0 (79 .1.0%) 100

1D2G ‘ × 1’ 1509/20 0 0 (87 .75%) 100

1D2G ‘ × 10’ 11315/20 0 0 0 (56 .6%) 100

2D2G ‘ × 1’ 726/800 (90 .75%) 100

2D2G ‘ × 10’ 3405/80 0 0 (42 .56%) 100

4WI ‘ × 1’ 1053/1200 (87 .75%) 100

4WI ‘ × 10’ 9588/120 0 0 (79 .9%) 100

FF ‘ × 1’ 1403/1500 (93 .5%) 100

FF ‘ × 10’ 12031/150 0 0 (80 .2%) 100

Table 5

Performance of the ‘ × 100’ scaled experiments. Number 

of agents that reach the goal respect to all the agents.

Experiment Successful agents # of trials

QvS ‘ × 100’ 1318/230 0 0 (5 .7%) 10

1D2G ‘ × 100’ 279/60 0 0 (4 .65%) 3

2D2G ‘ × 100’ 1388/80 0 0 (17 .4%) 10

4WI ‘ × 100’ 1903/120 0 0 (16%) 10

FF ‘ × 100’ 13951/150 0 0 (93 .0%) 10

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 displays the performance results for all the scenarios for the ‘ × 1’ and ‘ × 10’ experiments. In the first column the

number of agents that reach the goal respect to the total number of agents is displayed. In parenthesis the same indicator

in form of percentage is displayed. Several trials have been performed for this test. The number of trials carried out for each

experiment is displayed in the last column of the table. 

When scaling up the number of agents, a decrease in the success rate is produced. This was expected because the nav-

igation of pedestrians is more difficult in the scaled experiment as a result of an increased number of interactions among

pedestrians. However, different results were obtained depending of the scenario. In the FF scenario, rates were slightly af-

fected by scaling which indicates that, in simple scenarios (those in which the operational level is the most important),

increasing the number of agents will give good results. In the more complex scenarios (with tactical and strategic levels),

a rate reduction of 10% was produced in 4WI and a reduction of 20% was produced in 1D2G and QvS when scaling × 10.

Therefore, success rates of 80–100% were noted after scaling, which indicates the robustness of the learned behaviors. In

contrast, low success (42.56%) was obtained in the 2D2G scenario. 

5.4. Current limitations 

In this subsection we present two additional tests that reveal limitations in the simulation processes. The first test scales

three scenarios two orders of magnitude (X100). This important increment in the number of agents forces to modify the

size of the virtual world so that, sometimes, the states sensed by the agents rarely would have been explored in the learning

process. In the second test we analyze the capability of our system to generate simulations in which all the agents reach

the goal. The aim is to explore the limits of the learned behaviors in both scalability and consistence of the simulations. 

Table 5 shows the performance of the ‘ × 100’ scaled experiments in different scenarios. The performance is defined as

the number of agents that reach the goal given a fixed number of trials. The results indicate that, in many experiments, the

agents have difficulties to reach the goal. Likely, the agents are only exploiting a part of the learned control that corresponds

to states with high densities, what, in many cases, doesn’t seem to be enough to control accurately the virtual agent towards

the goal. The exception is the FF scenario in which the performance value is over 90%. As commented above, all experiments

are performed in scaled virtual environments to allocate the crowd. 

A visualization of the simulations reveals that the emergent collective behaviors are still present in the 4WI, FF and 2D2G

scenarios. Figs. 11 and 12 show similar spatial collective structures compared with the previous scales. 

In Fig. 11 (with 800 agents) is clearly visible that each group of agents selects a different door. The corridors created

by the crowd towards the goals are also present. However, part of the group is not able to reach the goal remaining in a

unproductive sequence of movements as the groups of agents at the top right of the image (green agents) and at the bottom

left (red agents) indicate. Likely, these agents are continuously perceiving states that have not been correctly learned. 

In Fig. 12 (with 1200 agents), the agents in the external areas of the crossing create groups with the same color. It

indicates that peripheral agents solve the crossing performing a roundabout movement until they are aligned with the

corresponding corridor. In the center of the crossing, a group of agents of different colors is waiting the change from inside

to outside positions. 
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Fig. 11. Collective behaviors appeared in 2D2G scenario when using the scale X100.

Fig. 12. Collective behaviors appeared in 4WI scenario when using the big scale (‘ × 100’). 

Fig. 13. Behavioural problems appeared in QvS scenario when using the big scale (‘ × 100’). A sequence of two instants is displayed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 shows the QvS scenario with a major dispersion compared with the previous scales. In this case the experiment

manage 2300 agents using the knowledge learned in the original group (23 agents). In this case the emergent behavior has

disappeared. The behaviors do not generate paths that lead to the goal. 

As a second test, we study the capability of the system to generate completely successful simulations. In these simula-

tions, all the agents have to arrive to their respective goals. Table 6 shows the results of the study in the ‘ × 1’ experiments

for all the scenarios. 

Note that all the scenarios have a percentage greater than 0 of generating completely successful simulations. From a

methodological point of view, when at least a simulation of an experiment is successful, the system is useful to produce

behavioral animations. However, 100% of consistence in real time simulation is not guaranteed. On the contrary, the per-

centage of simulations that will show total correctness is displayed in Table 6 . As stated at the beginning of the subsection,

this measure shows the limit of the system’s performance. This does not mean that the rest of the simulations were useless.

For example, consulting Table 4 , the percentage of successful trials for an agent in the 1D2G scenario is 87.75% in the ‘ × 1’

experiment. Therefore, although only 3% of the simulations are completely correct, there are many simulations in which a

high percentage of pedestrians will reach the goal. 
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Table 6

Number of successful trials respect to

all the trials performed in the ‘ × 1’ 

experiments.

Experiment Successful trials

QvS 723/10 0 0 (72 .3%)

1D2G 3/100 (3%)

2D2G 4 8/100 (4 8%)

4WI 20/100 (20%)

FF 41/100 (41%)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a set of experiments in different scenarios are presented to assess the capability of our Multi-agent RL

framework (MARL-Ped) to generate emergent collective behaviors and their robustness when scaling in the number of

agents. 

As emergent collective patterns are easy to recognize, their evaluation can be done with sequence of images and den-

sity maps which indicates that the collective behaviors reported in the pedestrian simulation literature also appears in our

Multi-agent RL approach. These results suggest that this learning framework is capable of solving different kinds of navi-

gational problems (route choice, bottlenecks, crossings) while displaying emergent collective behaviours. Moreover, we have

compared the pedestrian dynamics generated by our learned behaviors with those generated by real pedestrians in the 4WI

scenario as described in Lian et al. paper [58] . The fundamental diagrams show similarities indicating that the dynamical

behaviors resemble those of real pedestrians. The densities reached in the analysis of the 4WI experiment have expected

values for normal walking situations. Higher densities could be reached when simulating groups with heterogeneous sizes

and mechanical responses and it can be considered as a future work. 

The performance tests also indicate that the learned behaviors are robust when scaling up the number of agents in one

order of magnitude (‘ × 10’). Moreover the scale ‘ × 100’ also shows robustness in several scenarios (4WI, FF and 2D2G).

As commented in Section 5.4 , the dimensions of the scenarios had to be increased to allocate the necessary number of

pedestrians. In addition, the robustness of the results indicates that the local-oriented description of the state space together

with the learned behaviors are capable of generalizing the physical environment. 

However, the system shows limitations. Despite the fact that similar spatial collective structures to those of the ‘ × 1’ and

‘ × 10’ experiments appear, a low percentage of agents reach the goal. A more exigent performance test carried out with the

‘ × 1’ experiments indicates that the learned behaviors are capable of generating simulations in which all the agents reach

the goal. However, a consistency in the generation of totally successful simulations cannot be guaranteed. 

Several issues remain as future work that can palliate these limitations. RL offers a wide set of techniques that can be

used to solve them. Among them, techniques of learning by examples or by means a teacher can be used to develop tools

to edit incorrect behaviors. Also reward shaping [60] and policy shaping techniques [61] can also be used for the same

purpose. 

Despite these drawbacks, the Multi-agent RL approach introduces machine learning techniques into the pedestrian simu-

lation field as an alternative to the traditional pedestrian simulation frameworks where the pedestrian behaviors are defined

by an expert or obtained after processing real data. 
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